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The first presentation of the new Ingraham /Sv^J/cv fr*z.* Wrist Watch
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This watch and bracelet have been delicately

ornamented to give the refined appearance of

a more expensive timepiece and are packed in

an attractive, colored gift box providing an

excellent display.
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Over two years have been spent in tooling

and perfecting this sturdy, superior wrist

watch movement. It is small enough to be

attractive on a lady's wrist, but large

enough to embody the spring power and

rugged construction necessary for a reli-

able timepiece. All the plates and also the

wheels of the train and the escapement are

pressed out with sub dies, insuring absolute

uniformity and microscopic precision.

The watch is furnished with a silver-plated

dial, chromium-plated case, and a curved

back to fit the wrist, and may be had with

tan or black straps or chromium-plated

bracelets as ordered.

First Lady Wrist Watches are packed in attractive individual display

boxes and are furnished 12 in an individual box and shipped in lots of

36, or multiples thereof. The strap watches are supplied with all black

or all pigskin straps or are assorted 6 black and 6 pigskin to a box.

Unless otherwise specified, assorted straps will be shipped.

WRIST WATCHES



Excellent Watches for Boys and Girls

^
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This watch is designed for a man to wear but is small enough
to be suitable on a boy's wrist. It is made with a chromium-
plated case and curved chromium-plated back, with metal
bracelet or with tan pigskin or black straps. The watches are

packed in attractive, individual display boxes, 12 to a carton,

and furnished in lots of 36 or multiples thereof. The strap

watches are supplied with all black or all pigskin straps or

assorted 6 black and 6 pigskin to a box. Assorted straps will

be shipped unless otherwise specified.

Lfes\$\*YC—10-KARAT ROLLED GOLD PLATE

The same design as the Cub but with 10-karat yellow-gold

rolled plate case with a wrist-fit chromium-plated back. Dial

numerals and hands finished in gilt to harmonize with the

case. Watch furnished with a pigskin strap. Packed in

new style gold and blue box with the watch resting on a

curved blue panel .... an exceedingly attractive display.

Shipped in lots of 24 or multiples thereof.

WRIST WATCHES
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Ingraham Wrist-fit Wrist Watches

No. 5
Chromium-plated case and
back. Black calfskin strap.

Etched silver-plated dial.

Packed 12 to carton

No. 6
Chromium-plated case and
back. Attractive metal rat-

chet adjustable bracelet.

Both watch case and bracelet

heavily embossed. Etched
silver-plated dial.

Packed 12 to a carton

Wrist-fitting, dust-proof back, non-breakable

and dust-proof crystal that will not come out.

Sturdy, reliable tonneau-shaped movement.

Sub-died wheels and plates. The most satis-

factory low-priced wrist watch on the market as

attested by the millions we have sold and which

have given universal satisfaction.

Minimum shipping 36 pieces or multiples

thereof.

WRIST WATCHES
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No. 10

Chromium-plated case and
back. Black calfskin strap.

Etched dial with numerals
set in black track.

Packed 12 to a carton

No. 11

Chromium-plated case and
back. Plain case with plain

adjustable ratchet bracelet.

Numerals set in black track

on an etched dial.

Packed 12 to a carton

No. 12

Chromium-plated case and
back. Plain case. Etched
silver-plated dial. Fitted with

three-strand leather bracelet

and adj ustable ratchetbuckle

.

Packed 12 to a carton, 6 with
black bands, 6 with brown
bands.

WRIST WATCHES
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Size 14 in Dustproof Case

Fitted with Unbreakable Crystal

Thin Model PuU Out Stem Set

<£>«.jcte

Size 14 in Dustproof Case

Fitted with Unbreakable Crystal

Thin Model Pull Out Stem Set

This watch has a plain but attractive silver-plated dial

for those who prefer what for many years has been a

standard in the low priced watch field.

Furnished only in lots of 36 or multiples thereof.

This watch is obviously furnished to supply the demand
for the very attractive track dial. The dial is metal and

has a track dimensioned to harmonize with the size and

style of the watch.

Furnished only in lots of 36 or multiples thereof.

WATCHES
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Size 14 in Dustproof Case

Fitted with Unbreakable Crystal

Thin Model Pull Out Stem Set

tifocv^t-

Size 14 in Dustproof Case

Fitted with Unbreakable Crystal

Thin Model Pull Out Stem Set

This watch is fitted with a new and handsome raised

numeral silver-plated dial. The numerals are finished in

gilt and the resultant appearance is that of a much higher

priced watch.

Furnished only in lots of 36 or multiples thereof.

The case of this watch is chromium plated with the dial track inlaid

as part of the watch bezel. The numerals are etched and surrounded

by black enamel. Modern red "seconds indicator" such as is used

on high priced watches.

Dial simple but smart, and the hands of latest design.

Furnished only in lots of 36 or multiples thereof.

WATCHES
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HEIGHT 4H'

Seamless drawn integral case and back, polished nickel

bezel, two-toned base, and convex glass. Handsome
legible dial, loud ring, and the famous Ingraham stem

shut-off.

:

A

Green,Packed 50 in a carton, assorted Black,

iirjdJRIiw; or 50 solid colors in a carton. j2

HEIGHT A%"

Thin model pedestal clock with new fancy base and
integral back and case. Also fitted with new narrow

polished nickel-plated bezel, convex glass, and famous

Ingraham stem shut-off controlling a loud enclosed bell.

Ad /0
Packed 50 in a carton, assorted Black, Rose; Green,

h, or 50 solid colors in a carton. ^-^ ^L-U
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ONE-DAY ALARM



A very popular exclusive Ingraham design with integral

back and case. A new narrow polished nickel bezel

is now furnished and clock is supported on a substantial

die cast base. The crystal is convex and the clock has

the Ingraham stem shut-off for controlling the alarm.

Packed 50 in a carton of one color or assorted Black,

Green, and Brown.

(J cvurnivi

HEIGHT 5M"

Another exclusive and popular selling Ingraham design

embodying the integral case and back, a new narrow

polished nickel bezel, and an attractive readable dial.

Clock is supported on a heavy die cast base. Fitted with

convex glass and with the Ingraham stem shut-off.

Packed 50 in a carton of one color or assorted Black,

Green, Brown, and Ivory.

11

ONE-DAY ALARM
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WIDTH 5M" HEIGHT AY2"

The first showing of a very beautiful new design in an
Alarm Clock priced for large commercial sales. This de-

sign while plain and simple is attractively proportioned

and is low enough to look well under a lamp or on a bed-

side table, etc. It is our expectation that this clock will

bring substantial sales once presented to the public.

Packed 50 in a carton, assorted Black, Rose, Green,

and Ivory, or 50 solid colors in a carton.

WIDTH 7" HEIGHTS^"

This new and exceedingly attractive die cast case is

described in greater detail on page 39. In this 1-day

alarm the bell is enclosed and the stem shut-off is at the

back of the case.

Furnished in Black, Brown, Green, and Ivory. Packed

24 of a color to a carton or assorted with 6 of each of

the four colors to a carton.

12

ONE-DAY ALARM
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WIDTH 5y2 " HEIGHT 5"WIDTH 5V2 " HEIGHT 4%"

New attractive designs in die cast cases. These designs though simple are very

smart and well proportioned. The new dials blend smartly with the case colors

and are very legible. These clocks are priced to give volume business.

Each model packed 24 to a carton, in solid colors. Black, Brown, or Ivory, as

specified, or 24 assorted to a carton, 8 of each color.

•:
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ONE-DAY ALARM



The great popular demand and recognized superiority of an eight-day over a one-

The Gable and the Automatic are already well known, having a large distri-
bution. The Broadcast is new. All four clocks are fitted with the Ingraham
8-day alarm clock movement which has no superior on the market. The
advantage of being in a position to wind one's clock but once a week as
against doing it daily is too obvious and too much appreciated by the consumer

9-
WIDTH 4V2" HEIGHT 5%"

Seamless drawn integral back and case and polished

nickel-plated bezel. Metal cadmium-plated dial, inside

bell, and famous Ingraham stem shut-off.

Furnished in Brown or Black. Packed 24 of a color to a

carton or assorted 12 of each color.

WIDTH 4K" HEIGHT 5M"

Seamless drawn integral back and case with die cast

base, attractive black track dial with hands and nu-

merals painted with radium luminous material. Bezel

nickel-plated.

Furnished in Black or Ivory. Packed 24 of a color to a

carton or assorted 12 of each color.

14

EIGHT-DAY ALARM



day Alarm has encouraged the inclusion of these numbers in our 1939-40 line

to require comment It should be pointed out, however, that the 8-day alarm is

much quieter in operation than the average 1-day, due to its having what is

practically a watch escapement. This same factor also provides greater accu-

racy as a timepiece. The 8-day clock movement is also particularly sturdy and
has a long life.

3
HEIGHT 6 l/2"

This is an entirely new design in a 6K" alarm clock. The clock has

been substantially thinned by a new assembly construction featuring

the omission of the mat and the use of a convex glass, resulting in a

particularly readable dial. The curves of the case and base are

graceful and in complete harmony. The dial is of the latest style with

a minute circle inside of the hour numerals and with radium luminous

dots at the hours and with radium luminous hands. The clock is also

fitted with a large mellow-toned bell and stem shut-off.

Furnished in nickel only and packed 24 in a carton.

cA
HEIGHT 6H"

This large handsome Alarm Clock with 5}4" exposed
bell and die cast base is fitted with an automatic alarm
mechanism to ring each morning at time set without at-

tention on the part of the user. Automatic feature may-

be controlled by a special shut-off button on the clock.

Clock has a handsome silver-plated dial and is avail-

able with plain or radium luminous hands and figures.

Furnished in Nickel or Ivory. Packed 24 to a carton.

15

EIGHT-DAY ALARM
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HEIGHT 7" WIDTH 6"
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HEIGHT 10" WIDTH 9%"

An 8-day Alarm Clock in a fine wooden case. This

clock is fitted with Ingraham's well-known dependable

8-day Alarm Clock Movement, which is quiet in opera-

tion, easy to wind and regulate. The case is made of

walnut with striped maple and walnut inlay and with

ebonized feet and has a high luster, hand-rubbed finish.

Dial is silver-plated and mounted with a gold-plated sash.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

An 8-day Pendulum Strike Clock at a low price. This

plain and attractively designed clock is furnished in

either mahogany or oak and is fitted with a 7" raised

numeral silver-plated dial. It has a high grade, sturdily

constructed 8-day pendulum movement and strikes the

hour and the half-hour on a spiral gong.

Packed 1 to a shipping carton.

16

EIGHT-DAY MARINE EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE



The continued demand for Ingraham kitchen clocks is so substantial that we have retained the two

mostpopular numbers in our 1939-40 line. Both clocks are fitted with our well-known striking 8-day

kitchen pendulum movement, and each clock strikes the hour and half-hour on a wire gong. The

accuracy of this movement as a timepiece is well known.

HEIGHT 13M" WIDTH 12M"

Made of solid oak with an attractive flat finish. The
front glass provides a gold circle to frame the dial and
the balance of the glass is painted black. The dial is

furnished with Arabic figures only.

Packed in individual cartons, 6 to a shipping carton.

HEIGHT 18" WIDTH 16H"

Made of solid oak with an attractive flat finish. The front

glass has a gilt design through which the swinging

gilded ornamental pendulum ball may be seen. The

dial is furnished with Arabic figures only.

Packed in individual cartons, 6 to a shipping carton.

17

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE
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HEIGHT 10M" WIDTH 8%" HEIGHT 11'

&>\s

WIDTH 9K"

Hinged gold-plated sash. Silver-plated mat. 63^j»" silver-

plated raised numeral dial. Selected walnut case with

solid walnut side panels and front beading. Carved
inlay above base. Finished in rubbed lacquer.

Gold-plated hinged sash. Silver-plated mat. 5)^" silver-

plated raised numeral dial. Body and sides of case made
from selected mahogany with the grain matched in

front. Top fitted with mahogany hood and side rails.

Handsome carved base with satinwood brackets. Case

richly finished in rubbed lacquer.

18

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE
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cAuror^
LENGTH 20"

c44-

HEIGHT 9H"

Made of selected figured mahogany. Hand-rubbed lacquer finish with a high polish to

bring out the grain to best advantage. Fitted with our accurate eight-day brass pendulum
movement. Strikes the hour and half-hour on double chime rods. Seven-inch silver-plated

raised numeral dial.

19

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE



LENGTH 20" HEIGHT 9%"

The case is made of carefully selected, beautifully grained mahogany with burl walnut

inlay. The base is built of solid mahogany with a carved, scalloped moulding. The cabinet

work and selection of woods and finish are unsurpassable in excellence. Fitted with our

Ingraham 8-day pendulum movement, striking the hour and half-hour on fine toned,

double chime rods. Has silver-plated 7" raised numeral dial.

20

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE



LENGTH 20" HEIGHT 9M"

This clock is identically the same as the ART No. 1 on page 20 excepting for the cut-out dial,

which has a mahogany insert with the grain matched to the center. The clock is available

with Roman numerals and gold-plated dial, sash, and mat, or with Arabic numerals and
silver-plated dial, sash, and mat. The hands are finished to correspond with the finish of

the dial.

21

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE
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HEIGHT 27" WIDTH 8V2 '

ls\-csss\*\*c

HEIGHT 39" width ioy2
"

Eight-day marine movement. Polished brass

sash. 53^2" silver-plated raised numeral
dial. Throat finished in striped mahogany
with attractive stencil design.

Furnished with two-rod duplex strike and silver-plated

dial with deeply etched numerals. Dimensions of clock

conform with early Willard banjo clocks. Every care

taken in selection of solid mahogany and finishing to

produce a beautiful clock.

22

EIGHT-DAY CLOCKS



These two well-known Office, Store, and School
Clocks have been continued in our line because of
the substantial demand therefor. Both clocks
are excellent timepieces and serve the above
purposes admirably. They are fitted with heavy
and accurate 8-day pendulum movements.

WIDTH 17'

W.est-ervi U
HEIGHT 38'

MlOVl

WIDTH 16'

Furnished in time only in a solid oak case. The sash is

made of brass, is substantial in appearance, and is made
of heavy stock. The 12" dial has clear legible numerals
and the time told with substantial spade hands.

Furnished in time only in a solid oak case. This clock
with its extra long pendulum sweep can be regulated
very accurately and has a large finished pendulum
ball. The 12" dial is attractive, legible from a distance,

and the time is told with heavy spade hands.

23

PENDULUM TIME



Ingraham 8-day Kitchen Clocks are recognized as the standard in this line

They represent the best there is in accuracy and dependability in the
non-jeweled 8-day timepiece field. The two clocks presented here can

hardly be improved upon in attractiveness and salability.

K 7

8" DIAMETER

This round twelve-sided die cast clock is made particu-

larly attractive because of the raised panels in every

alternate flat surface and because of the two-toned rim

of the case. Fitted with distinctive Ingraham hands and

with a particularlylegible dial and chromium-plated sash.

Furnished in solid Ivory, or Ivory with Green, Red, or

Black trim. Packed 6 of a color to a case, or assorted 3

Ivory and 3 Ivory with Green trim.

K 141

HEIGHT 6H" WIDTH 8V2 "

This wooden case with its attractively moulded sides and

high lighted with chromium bands constitutes a most

beautiful clock and an ornament in any hallway or

kitchen. The legible dial is mounted in a 5 J4" chro-

mium-plated sash.

Furnished in Ivory, Green, Black, and Red, or assorted

3 Green and 3 Ivory, or 3 Red and 3 Black. Packed 6

clocks to a shipping carton.

24

EIGHT-DAY KITCHEN



SD 321

HEIGHT 6J4" WIDTH 5V2"

Designed primarily for use on desk, radio, end table, or for a boudoir

clock. Its simple design enables the figure in the wood to be brought

out to best advantage. Made throughout of American walnut, with

graceful, bent corners, two walnut strips inlaid beneath the top, and
with the two ends ornamented by plain walnut strips. Sufficient

weight is given to the base by the ebony colored band. Sash is gold-

plated and dial is silver-plated with gilt edge. Packed 6 to a carton.

ST 184

LENGTH \2%" HEIGHT 5^"

This exceedingly attractive and small self-starting synchronous
motored timepiece has been produced for use on a desk or end table

or bookcase or wherever a small, beautifully finished clock can be
used. It is made of finely figured selected walnut panels with an over-

lay of Maidou. The feet are solid walnut and across the base is a

carved walnut moulding. The entire case is finished in lacquer with

a rich hand-rubbed luster.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.

25

SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC TIME
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Quiet, Accurate, Self-starting Electric Alarm Clocks
For the home requiring the finest that can be purchased

SA 219

HEIGHT 5M" WIDTH 5%"

Genuine solid mahogany case with three solid mahog-
any panels on each side and a solid mahogany ribbed

base. Mahogany moulding inlaid across the face of the

clock. Hand-rubbed lacquer finish. Gold-plated sash.

Alarm shut-off button on back of clock. 4" silver-

plated and gold-plated dial.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

SA 6

HEIGHT 6" WIDTH 5^"

Genuine walnut case with solid moulded walnut sides

in which radio grilles have been cut and lined with silk

to emit the sound of the alarming. The base and top are

also of solid walnut beautifully moulded and around the

base are inlaid strips of maple. The case is richly

finished in hand-rubbed lacquer. Gold-plated sash,

alarm shut-off button at back of clock, 4" silver-plated

dial with gilt lining.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC ALARM



Quiet, Accurate, Self-starting Electric Alarm Clocks
For the home requiring the finest that can be purchased
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SA 1

HEIGHT 6H" WIDTH 5V2"

Genuine mahogany and figured walnut case. Silk

lined radio tone-grilles in sides. Attractive pilasters in

the four corners. Beautiful hand-rubbed finish. Gold-
plated sash and gold-plated shut-off ball. 4" square

silver-plated and gold-plated dial.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

SA 5

HEIGHT 6" WIDTH 5"

Case is made of selected oriental walnut with the grain

running horizontally and high-lighted with three gold-

plated brass strips. The front edges of the side panels

and also the feet are finished in black. The case is

finished in hand-rubbed lacquer. The sash is gold-

plated. The 4" square dial is finished in silver with gilt

lining, and the alarm button is at the back.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Servic
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC ALARM



SC 323
HEIGHT 9" WIDTH 7M"

This upright mantel or table clock is made of the finest

selected American walnut with the figure carefully

matched to the center and with hand-rubbed finish

throughout. The front is offset with walnut inlaid strips

and the case is flanked with fluted walnut sides topped
with a Gothic moulding. The clock has an ebonized

finished base giving it excellent support. The sash is

gold-plated and the 4^" dial is silver-plated and edged
with gilt. The clock is fitted with a self-starting synchro-

nous motored timepiece movement.

SC 327
HEIGHT 8M" WIDTH 7"

This is an entirely new design for the public who wish a

more ornamental upright self-starting electric timepiece

clock. The case is made of walnut with attractive

moulded and capped walnut sides. The front edging is

highlighted with zebra wood, while between the inlaid

walnut strips is a center plaque of butt walnut bordered

with pencil stripe walnut—the latter being matched to

the center. The contrasting color of these woods, which
are left in their natural color, produce a very attractive

clock. The feet, of course, are solid walnut and finished

in keepingwith the quality of the case. Sash is gold-plated

and the 4^" dial is silver-plated and edged with gilt.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC TIME
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ST 320

Design Patent No. 96021

LENGTH 19" HEIGHT 5^"

This modern streamline self-starting synchronous motored tambour has been

designed for use on a small mantel or a bookcase or a fairly large table, etc.

The case is made of the finest figured walnut with inlaid burl walnut on each

side of the front, flanking a matched walnut circle around the dial. The base

and the trimmings are all of solid walnut. Great pains have been taken to

furnish a beautifully hand-rubbed finish. The dial is silver-plated and the sash

gold-plated.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC TIME



The clocks on these pages constitute the smalle;

It has been found that a great many individuals desire a clock that will strike the
hour and hall-hour in a small enough case to be used on their desks or end tables
or bookcases, and these clocks have been designed to till this need. The surprising
acceptance of our first model by the public has induced us to place four numbers
in our 1939-40 line. The attractiveness of the designs is evident in the illustrations,

SSD 1

HEIGHT 6" WIDTH 8"

This unusual and substantial appearing striking desk
clock is made of genuine American walnut throughout.
The center section, which also forms the sash into which
the glass is mounted, has carefully mitered corners and
an attractively rounded front. The center is supported
by half circle burl walnut ends which are stepped at

the top and ornamented with three lines of inlaid

mahogany, and these ends also are mounted on ebony-
finished feet for supporting the clock. The clock is fitted

with a convex glass and a 43^" silver-plated, two-tone
dial with the black figures edged in gilt.

Packed 6 to a carton.

SSD 2

HEIGHT 6V2 " WIDTH 8%"

Made of walnut with solid moulded walnut wings on

each end, and ebonized feet. The clock has a radio

grille in the front, backed with silk to emit the tone of

the strike. The sash is gold-plated and the dial silver-

plated and gilt lined.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC STRIKE



electric striking clocks at present being produced

which speak for themselves, and the utility of such a small striking clock must be
obvious to any distributor. AH of these clocks strike the hour and halfhour on a fine

toned bell and have a new striking mechanism that will not get out of adjustment.
Tone and volume of the strike is also controllable from a strike adjustment screw
at the rear of the clock. Clocks are furnished in fine hand-rubbed lacquer.

SSD 8

HEIGHT 5> WIDTH 8'

Made of selected figured walnut with supporting ebon-
ized base and rose colored inlaid strips flanking the top
border. Thetone of the strike is emitted through modernly
styled louvers, which add to the attractiveness of the
design. The silver-plated etched dial is framed in a care-
fully mitered solid walnut bezel. This clock is an ideal
size for a desk or an end table.

Packed 6 to a shipping carton.

SSD 4

HEIGHT 63 WIDTH 834"

Made of solid walnut with walnut louvers at one end
providing the Miracle Toned Chamber (as recently

developed by Ingraham for radios) to emit the tone of the

strike most advantageously. The case has ebonized
feet and a double inlaid line in red which creates a most

striking effect. The center of the dial is also genuine
burl walnut and the dial, 4}4" square, is silver-plated

and edged in gilt. Special hands were designed to

harmonize with this case. The bezel is delicately

constructed of walnut, and while unusual in appearance
the clock is decidedly harmonious and beautiful.

Packed 3 to a shipping carton.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC STRIKE



SSC 5

HEIGHT 9h WIDTH 6"

Gold-plated sash, Ay2" silver and gold dial. Silk lined

radio grille in front of case. Made of selected walnut
with curved front corners and trimmed with walnut
mouldings. Carved walnut and moulded base. Felt

feet. Finished in hand-rubbed lacquer.

SSC 2

HEIGHT I0y2" WIDTH 7V2"

Church nave design. Gold-plated sash, 4^" silver

and gold dial. Case, naves, and four columns with their

caps and bases are made of selected walnut. Overlaid

with walnut finished in a slightly different shade of two-

toning to secure the best artistic effect. Entire case

finished in lacquer and hand-rubbed.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC STRIKE



SST 4

LENGTH 16K" HEIGHT 6%"

Gold-plated sash, 4^" etched silver-plated dial. Mahogany veneered case with mahogany
hood and side rails. Front of case inlaid with Indian rosewood veneer, which finishes a rich

bay color. Carved mahogany moulding around case supported by four formed solid

mahogany feet. Finished in hand-rubbed lacquer.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SELF-STARTING ELECTRIC STRIKE



SST 6

Design Patent No. 96020

LENGTH 20" HEIGHT 5%"

Streamline Tambour. Gold-plated oval sash with oval etched silver-plated dial. Case made
of selected figured walnut with inlaid panels of burl walnut and mounted on an attractive

base with carved moulding. Fitted with felt feet. The entire case finished in hand-rubbed
lacquer. Strikes the hour and half-hour on a chime rod.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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SST 7

Design Patent No. 96021

LENGTH 20" HEIGHT 6V2 "

This streamline tambour case of semi-modernistic design has been developed chiefly for

use on a fireplace mantel. The case is made of selected walnut veneers with a burl walnut
front flanking a circular ring in which the veneering is matched at the center. The feet,

the rails, and the wings are all made of solid walnut and carefully fitted by the finest

cabinet makers. The case throughout is richly finished and is acceptable in the finest of

homes. New Ingraham design of hands point the time on a beautiful silver-plated dial. The
clock strikes the hour and half-hour on a mellow chime rod.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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HEIGHT 19"
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WIDTH 11'/'

This attractive label printed on buff paper

and styled after labels used in antique

clocks, is affixed to the inside of the case

under the gong stand. As will be noted,

it tells the history of the clock and the place

awarded it by posterity.
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This is a replica of the Sharp Gothic Clock designed by Elias Ingraham

about 1845 and pronounced by many authorities as one of the finest designs

that has originated in America. It is fitted with the same type of 8-day

pendulum movement with a spiral gong strike, while the dial is enameled

and the lower glass hand etched as on the original. It has not been made to

sell as a "price item" but to fill the many requests that have been made for

authentic copies of the original.

EIGHT-DAY PENDULUM STRIKE



These truly beautiful clocks of decidedly modern design have been developed for fine Offices,

Schools, Restaurants, Stores, Barber and Beauty Shops, Hospitals, Hotels, Clubs, Night Clubs,

Theatre Lobbies, and wherever a quality electric wall clock is needed.

They represent the most attractive, thin, readable, and streamline clocks that have been offered and have proven so

popular that it has been necessary to put them out in both walnut and white enamel finish. The twelve-sided clock

has finely mitered corners which are shaded where furnished in walnut, adding greatly to the attractive appear-

ance. Both clocks have large convex glass, making the particularly legible dials easy to read at almost any angle.

The hands likewise are substantial and easily read at a distance. The clocks are fitted with self-starting synchro-

nous Ingraham motors and are practically perfect timepieces.

SH 159

TWELVE-SIDED 13M" DIAMETER

Twelve-sided walnut case with solid metal back,
especially clear readable dial, large spade hands,
sweep second hand in red. Hand set at bottom of case.

Finished in genuine walnut or in white lacquer enamel.

SH 160

14" SQUARE

Case of modern bent wood construction with solid metal
back, large readable dial, and heavy spade hands with

sweep second hand in red. Hand set at bottom of case.

Finished in genuine walnut or in white lacquer enamel.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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Self-Starting Synchronous Motored Kitchen Clocks
Of the two models presented here, the SK146 is entirely new and the SK141 is continued because of a

large public acceptance of this attractive model. Both clocks, it will be noted, have convenient

bottom sets and both are fitted with the superior Ingraham self-starting synchronous motor.

SK 146

7" DIAMETER

Attractively designed die cast case with raised opposing

panels finished in color combinations to contrast with

the case. New style heavy readable hands point to

particularly legible Arabic numerals on a 5-inch white

dial. The bezel is finished in bright polished chromium.

Furnished in solid Ivory or Ivory with Green, Blue, Red,

or Black panels. Packed 6 of a color to a carton, or 3

Ivory with Red panel and 3 Ivory with Black panel.

SK 141

MEASURES 6H" x 8V2 "

An especially appealing ornamental wood case designed

with beautifully moulded wings and high-lighted with

chromium bands. The new chromium-plated bezel is

polished to a high luster and flanks an attractive read-

able dial.

Furnished in Ivory, Green, Black, or Red, 6 of a color

to a carton—or assorted 3 Green and 3 Ivory or 3 Red

and 3 Black.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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Manual Starting Synchronous Motored Alarm and Kitchen Clocks
As is well known, Ingraham has produced one of the few substantially built and quiet operating manual starting move-
ments. While one of the most expensive movements on the market to fabricate, the superiority of the movement has
brought about such a volume that it has been possible to price our alarm and kitchen clocks in line with the better

competition.

MK 7

8" DIAMETER

This round twelve-sided die cast clock is made particu-

larly attractive because of the raised panels in each
alternate flat surface and because of the two-toning of

the case. Fitted with distinctive Ingraham hands and with
a particularly legible dial. Sash is chromium-plated.
Setting knob under figure 6 automatically starts the clock
when hands are set to the proper time.

Furnished in solid Ivory or Ivory with Green, Red, or
Black trim. Packed 6 of a color to a carton or assorted
3 Ivory and 3 Ivory with Green trim.

MA 12

LENGTH 7" HEIGHT 55*

This is an entirely new design, furnishing to the public a

large and handsome die cast case. The curved front

edge flanked by square ends gives a heavy substantial

appearance not found in the smaller die cast clocks.

Clock is fitted with an entirely new, narrow sash brightly

polished, and the dial is likewise an entirely new design
that harmonizes attractively with the case.

Furnished in Black, Green, Brown, and Ivory. Packed
24 to a carton either in solid colors or assorted 6 of each
of the four colors.

Furnished in 50 and 60 cycle 100-125 volt A. C. only, and Listed under Underwriters' Laboratories Re-examination Service.
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The E. Ingraham Company operates one of

the largest and best equipped wood working

plants in New England, with facilities for de-

signing and producing high grade cabinets in

sizes up to but not exceeding end table radio

models. This Company has produced many

thousands of units of such specialties as silver-

ware trays, gift boxes, humidors, small tables,

compacts, inter-office speaking cabinets, and

table model and midget radio cabinets.

Three Ingraham designs in radio cabinets

made exclusively for the Emerson Radio &

Phonograph Corporation are illustrated on

these pages. It is of interest to note that two

of these Ingraham designs were responsible

for starting new vogues in radios.
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This Cello Model 256 of bent ply-wood construction is being

produced exclusively for Emerson. It is made of 7-ply bent shell

construction and finished with the finest of walnut veneers and

maple inlaid strips, and represents very difficult manufacturing

construction and presents a unique and beau'iful design.

The design on page 40 is one of Emerson's table models. It is a

very popular combination radio and phonograph fitted with the

"Miracle Tone Grille."

The model on the right is a Television Set, designed and pro-

duced by Ingraham exclusively for the DuMont Laboratories,

Inc. It represents attractive styling of a rather difficult subject

in a new field.
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Elias Ingraham
Founder and President

1824-1885

L/ Cist&\-y

The E. Ingraham Company was founded by Elias Ingraham, who was
born in Marlboro, Connecticut, in 1805 and died in Bristol, Connecticut, in

1885. He originally served five years of apprenticeship as a cabinet maker
in Glastonbury, Connecticut. In the early Spring of 1827 he walked the

distance from Hartford to Bristol—there being at that time no public convey-
ance between the two places excepting a two-horse post which went through
Bristol once a week carrying the mails and doing errands. He succeeded at

once in securing employment making clock cases and continued as a clock

case and cabinet maker until 1831 when, with G. W. Bartholomew, he pur-

chased a small factory. From that time on, he appears to have been an independent
manufacturer.

During this time the majority of movements made were one-day wooden movements,
but there is now no record of any of these being made by Elias Ingraham. From 1831 to

1840 he appears to have operated his own factory where, besides making clock cases, he
manufactured mirrors, the Hayes Patent Invalid's Chair, and fine furniture, of which some
is still extant.

In 1841 Elias Ingraham entered into a partnership with Benjamin Ray under the firm

name of Ray & Ingraham, their factory being on land occupied by the present company.
During 1843 this partnership was dissolved and a partnership agreement was entered into

between Elisha C. Brewster and Elias and Andrew Ingraham (Brothers), which partnership
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existed from 1844 to 1852. There is no record of either of these partnerships making clocks

with wooden movements. It is unlikely that they made clocks with other than brass move-

ments as Chauncey Jerome's perfection of a one-day brass pendulum movement in 1838

revolutionized this business and rapidly drove wooden movements out of existence.

Elias Ingraham was considered by competent authorities in the clock business

during his lifetime as one of the best designers of clock cases in the industry. During the

partnership of Brewster & Ingrahams the most notable design produced was the "Sharp

Gothic" Clock—a modern reproduction of which appears in this catalogue. This partner-

ship also produced plain Gothic cases, "O.G." cases, and gilt gallery clocks such as used

in the old churches.

Upon the dissolution of Brewster & Ingrahams the firm of E. & A. Ingraham was
formed but, in December 1855, a disastrous fire destroyed their factory, though they
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Walter Andrew Ingraham

President

1892-1927

claimed to be fully covered with insurance. They had barely recovered from
this blow when the "Panic of 1857" demoralized the industry. For a while they

manufactured clocks in Ansonia, Connecticut, but in 1859 were back in Bristol

under the name of E. Ingraham & Company—the name appearing as The E.

Ingraham & Co. from 1880 to 1884 and under the present title since 1884.

Up to about 1890 only eight-day pendulum clocks were made, but

at this time the manufacture of one-day lever movements began. In 1913 the

company purchased the assets of the Bannatyne Watch Co., Waterbury, Con-

necticut, and began the manufacture of pocket watches. In 1930 the produc-

tion of wrist watches was added. In 1915 the company began manufacturing

8-day alarm clocks. In 1931 the manufacture of self-starting electric clocks

was started, and in 1932 manual starting electric clocks and radio cabinets.

During all this period, the company has endeavored to maintain its plant in the

most modern and efficient condition possible, and has expanded its manufacturing facilities

in line with the general growth of industry and the production of new products.

On February 24, 1939, occurred the death of Walter Andrew Ingraham, who had

been with the company since 1873, and who served as Secretary from 1880 to 1892,

at which time he was elected President. While he retired in 1917, he continued as Presi-

dent until 1927, when he was elected Chairman of the Board, in which capacity he served

until his death.

The company is now under the management of the great-grandsons of its Founder.
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